
Your home’s best 
defense against the sun

 



BRANDY  
WOOD†

ALPINE  
FOREST

DEEP  
CAVERN‡

ROCK 
 HARBOR‡

WHISPERING 
TIMBER

WOODLAND 
RETREAT

NEWPORT  
BAY†‡

NATURAL  
SLATE†‡

RED  
BRICK†

The best protection for 
dark, luxurious colors

 

* Warrantied against (i) fade in excess of a Delta E of 1 Hunter unit and (ii) heat distortion from normal climate 
conditions or normal reflective light sources. See product warranty for details and terms and conditions.

Cooling compound scatters 
light, reflecting heat away, 
keeping panels cooler. 

Base layer stands up to 
heat, preventing distortion. 

Top layer disperses heat and 
helps resist fading by allowing 
light energy to flow both ways.

Our SolarDefense Reflective Technology™ 

provides next-generation protection from the 

sun for the most durability and long-lasting 

beauty. From the inside out, these boards are 

engineered with breakthrough technology to 

resist heat, fading and distortion.

Our tough UV-stable polymer stands up 

to damaging rays and cooling compounds 

scatter more light to reflect more heat away 

from the siding, and keep panels cooler 

even on the hottest days. SolarDefense is so 

effective at protecting our boldest, darkest 

colors from the sun that we back it with an 

unmatched No Fade, No Distortion Promise.*

† Available in Ovation™ Double 4" Woodgrain, Double 4-1/2" DL Woodgrain 
‡ Available in Board+Batten 7" Woodgrain
All colors available in Cedar Discovery® D7" Perfection Shingle, T5" Perfection Shingle, D9" Handsplit Shake
All colors available in Carvedwood•44® Double 4" Woodgrain, Double 4-1/2" DL Woodgrain

See your home  
with SolarDefense
Not sure how all the colors, textures and styles 
will look on your home? We’re here to help 
you transform your home’s curb appeal with 
our Ply Gem® Home Design Visualizer tool.  
 
Imagine the possibilities by scanning the QR 
code or visiting mastic.com/visualizer 
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